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Story

Welcome to Jula’s big city life with her pet pony!

• Popular author  Sandra Grimm

• Upcoming talent: illustrator Vaera Schmidt

• A modern and cool take on a horse story

• Everyday life in the city

Moving to a new city, a new school, parents and all the other annoying things. But the drama began when

the pony Hoot Snoot moved into our garden. This crazy pony turned everything upside down. New drama all

the time.

This is my story. Everything about Jula!

What happens in Volume 4: Jula doesn’t understand the world anymore! Charlotte can be really mean.

Actually, the two girls had been looking forward to the animal presentation, which they are supposed to give

at school. But when only one of them is allowed to use ponies as a subject, the two best friends get into a

fight. They’re so busy with themselves, that Hoot Snoot is secretly able to run away. Now all the Pony-

Trouble is forgotten. Jula and Charlotte need to stick together to get Hoot Snoot back.
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Sandra Grimm

Sandra Grimm was born in 1974 in Northern Germany. Already as a child she loved to invent stories and

owned a real washcloth dog that she took everywhere. Today she works at a small company where she still

invents her stories and writes about that dog and many other little animal friends.

More titles in this series

Jula Got It – Horseshoes Stand

for Luck! (Vol. 3)

Jula Got It – How I Got the

Best Pet in the World (Vol.1)

Jula Got It – How my Pony

Took Over at School

(Vol.2)
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